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WARRAWEE PROBUS CLUB 
 
 

Six Virtual Outings for a plague year 
 

2020 
 

 
 
Every year members of the Warrawee Probus Club go on ten monthly outings 
(February to November). In 2020, we had two outings, to the Reserve Bank in 
February and to the Sydney Opera House in March. Then things fell apart due 
to Covid-19 and its many risks and regulations. 
 
Rather than simply cancel further planned outings, the club decided to 
experiment with replacing them by “virtual outings”, in which members travel 
through a list of online videos (at home), then gather in a Zoom meeting to talk 
about what they have seen. 
 
This has been well received, and there have now been SIX such “outings”.  
 
We expect October and November outings will be “real” again. However, the 
six “playlists” may be of interest to others even without the discussion 
meetings, and they have been preserved in this document. 
 
 
Geoff Fitzhardinge 
September 2020 
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Outing 1, April  
 

New York, The Steinway Factory 
 

Hello all,  

 This coming Tuesday, April 14, we were scheduled to make an outing to the Port Botany 

container terminal. That will be rescheduled when things return to the (new?) normal. 

 Instead, you are invited to spend a couple of hours on an experimental virtual 

outing.  Instead of an interesting workplace on Botany Bay, I will take you on a visit to an 

unusual factory in New York. 

The experiment will have the following structure. At about 9 a.m. next Tuesday, you sit 

comfortably in front of your computer (or TV if your technology allows it), and open the web 

link shown below. This will allow you to watch a film, which runs for about an hour and a 

half. (Nothing to stop you from watching the film over Easter instead, if you like.) At the end 

of the film, make yourself a coffee, and talk amongst yourself for a while, until at about 11:45 

you will be able to join a Zoom meeting in which we have 40 minutes to talk about the film, 

about methods of doing virtual outings, and anything else which comes to mind. 

The official film “Note by Note”  

 

 No longer free on Youtube, the film is legally available on Youtube’s competitor Vimeo. 

There are two ways two watch it: 

(a) Steinway will let you watch it free, at the cost of registering yourself for their marketing 

material. 

https://www.steinway.com/misc/note-by-note 

(b) Alternatively, the film can be rented from Vimeo, for a charge of $A7.43 for one week. 

https://vimeo.com/ondemand/notebynote/364052858 

 

Now, about our factory visit. 

For the last century or so, the concert piano world has been dominated by STEINWAY 

pianos, huge pieces of machinery used by everyone from Vladimir Ashkenazy to Elton John. 

Steinway still build pianos by hand, in the same way as they did in the nineteenth century. 

Maybe a few power tools, but nothing like any automation.  

The film, “Note by Note”, follows a single piano through the 12 month process that gets it 

from its beginning as a log in an Alaskan forest to its appearance on a concert platform. On 

the way, we meet a large cast of interesting people.  The skilled tradesmen are regular New 

Yorkers, mostly live near the factory and all take great pride in their work – in a way the 

factory comes across to me as the ultimate “Men’s Shed”. We hear snippets of both classical 

and popular music as pianists try out pianos, in much the same way as James Halliday might 

try a glass of wine. In the showroom we see these pianists choosing a piano for a forthcoming 

https://www.steinway.com/misc/note-by-note
https://vimeo.com/ondemand/notebynote/364052858
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Carnegie Hall concert, and we see the salespeople encouraging ambitious New York parents 

to let their 10-year-old children pick out a $100,00 piano to take home.  

If you are interested in music, this film is a “must”, but as long as you are interested in how 

things work, in how old-fashioned craftsmanship can survive in the modern world, or just in 

people, I think you will find this film an hour or so well spent. 

 

 

 

 

Addendum, after the Zoom meeting: 

Hello all Steinway enthusiasts, 

 

As some of you have already discovered, Google finds a mountain of Steinway material on 

the web. Here is a small selection which I found interesting when getting the outing ready.   

 

Cheers, 

Geoff F 

 

 A Steinway at work 

 

I saw Yuja Wang play this as an encore in Sydney a few years ago. What didn't register with 

me then was that she is a "Steinway Artist". What an advertisement! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qBOISiN1CjU 

 

 

Other factory tours 

 

 The 8-minute one I sent round on Tuesday. Made in 2011 using film from Note by Note, the 

voiceover is grafted in from a similar video made decades earlier, where it was spoken by 

John H Steinway. John Steinway retired as Chairman in 1983, and died in 1989. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jAInt7hIZlU 

 

A similar one, 24 minutes, done at the Hamburg factory: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dMT4rfjeJko 

   

A competing factory, Bosendorfer (contributed by Ralph) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HDbMumNvUVQ 

 

 

Some photos: (Note the piano in the White House, then look at the photo stream below) 

https://petapixel.com/2016/02/09/photos-show-steinway-makes-famous-grand-pianos/ 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qBOISiN1CjU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jAInt7hIZlU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dMT4rfjeJko
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HDbMumNvUVQ
https://petapixel.com/2016/02/09/photos-show-steinway-makes-famous-grand-pianos/
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Some Steinway history 

 

A talk given by John H Steinway to a local Queens historical society in the 1980s. The video 

is poor, B&W and grainy, probably transferred from a VCR tape, but he has a nice manner 

and a good story to tell. There are two clips which give the first 15 minutes of a 40-minute 

talk; the entire video is available to researchers from a library in the US, but I haven’t tried to 

get it yet. 

Part 1 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gdSeqPxq9y8 

Part 2 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mWxRoxbpsfI 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 Thoughts of a musical CEO 

 

The CEO since 2016 has been Ron Losby, a trained pianist who couldn’t make it as a concert 

pianist so he took up selling pianos instead. 

 

A Fortune interview 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6BhwVlD2rno 

 

A printed interview, which mentions the recent player-piano version 

https://www.keyboardmag.com/gear/ron-losby-the-steinway-sons-ceo-on-the-art-of-piano-

building-in-2017 

 

Why Steinway’s next target is China, and why the Chinese love Western music 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4u191rU8Sgg 

 

Steinway and the competition 

 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/entertainment/music/the-piano-keys-of-the-

future/2015/09/03/9bbbbfee-354c-11e5-94ce-834ad8f5c50e_story.html 

 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/quora/2018/06/08/this-is-the-most-important-lesson-for-

business-leaders-to-learn-about-handling-copycats/#a2b23a428bb4 

 

  

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gdSeqPxq9y8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mWxRoxbpsfI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6BhwVlD2rno
https://www.keyboardmag.com/gear/ron-losby-the-steinway-sons-ceo-on-the-art-of-piano-building-in-2017
https://www.keyboardmag.com/gear/ron-losby-the-steinway-sons-ceo-on-the-art-of-piano-building-in-2017
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4u191rU8Sgg
https://www.washingtonpost.com/entertainment/music/the-piano-keys-of-the-future/2015/09/03/9bbbbfee-354c-11e5-94ce-834ad8f5c50e_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/entertainment/music/the-piano-keys-of-the-future/2015/09/03/9bbbbfee-354c-11e5-94ce-834ad8f5c50e_story.html
https://www.forbes.com/sites/quora/2018/06/08/this-is-the-most-important-lesson-for-business-leaders-to-learn-about-handling-copycats/#a2b23a428bb4
https://www.forbes.com/sites/quora/2018/06/08/this-is-the-most-important-lesson-for-business-leaders-to-learn-about-handling-copycats/#a2b23a428bb4
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Outing 2, May  
 

Silicon Valley, California 
 

Hello all, 

 

Our May outing will be to Stanford University in California, where we will attend a 

presentation entitled "The Secret History of Silicon Valley". 

DON’T BE PUT OFF BY THE TITLE. You may think it sounds too technical to be worth 

attending, but it is not that kind of talk. 

The presentation, given by an entertaining American businessman/academic, aims to explain 

how a provincial university in a rural area south of San Francisco became the starting point of 

the combination of technical skill, commercial entrepreneurship and venture-capitalist 

financing which has made “Silicon Valley” the Mecca of today’s hi-tech world.  

While there is some technical content, what there is is presented in a digestible manner, and 

most of the discussion is on more general historical issues, such as why and how technology 

has been developed for military weapons and intelligence-gathering, and whether this 

research is funded by the government for national benefit or privately by venture-capitalists 

for profit. 

The first half of the presentation is taken up with a graphic and sometimes surprising 

overview of the use of radar in the strategic bombing campaign waged by the Allies 

against Germany in the Second World War. This leads into a second story, of the ongoing 

growth of electronic weaponry and espionage during the Cold War against the USSR. 

Both these topics are things we have been aware of over the last 60 or 70 years, but without 

access to much of the information presented here. 

 

THE OUTING will have the same format as last month, namely you watch a Youtube video 

(in your own time), then join a Zoom meeting to talk about the video.  

The 62-minute Youtube video is at 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZTC_RxWN_xo    (note there are underscores, not 

blanks, in this address) 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZTC_RxWN_xo
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Outing 3, June 
 

Central Asia 
 
 

 
 
Our June outing will follow the same format, watching some video material in your own time before 
a Zoom meeting. On this outing, you will travel from Mongolia all the way across Central Asia to 
Hungary, accompanied only by two horses and a dog. There will be some side trips as well, before 
we all meet for the Zoom discussion. 
 

 
 

The Playlist 
 
1. (28 minutes) We start with a presentation in which Tim Cope gives a brief but engaging 
overview of his three-year journey from Mongolia across Central Asia to Hungary. From this 
journey he created a 6-episode TV series “On the Trail of Genghis Khan” which was 
broadcast by the ABC in 2010, and later a book with the same title. 
 
Tim Cope: On the Trail of Genghis Khan 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FBFGLm5HwXY   
 
 
 
2. (4 minutes) Here is a short clip which gives a more detailed view of Tim’s encounter with 
a nomadic family. Incidentally, the soundtrack shows off the traditional Mongolian “throat-
singing”. 
 
 
Mongolia: through the Altai Mountains 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pGpIzWFzOxw 
 
 
 
3. (7 minutes) a National Geographic film-maker’s view of a nomadic community which 
includes interesting images of family life inside a yurt. Also noticeable is a small-scale (two 
players) version of the traditional Central Asian game “buzkashi”, sometimes described as 
like polo with the chukka replaced by the carcase of a goat... 
 
Inside the Rugged Lives of Mongolia’s Nomads 
https://video.nationalgeographic.com/video/short-film-showcase/00000153-0ab4-d70a-
a5fb-2bf674470000 
  
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FBFGLm5HwXY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pGpIzWFzOxw
https://video.nationalgeographic.com/video/short-film-showcase/00000153-0ab4-d70a-a5fb-2bf674470000
https://video.nationalgeographic.com/video/short-film-showcase/00000153-0ab4-d70a-a5fb-2bf674470000
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4. (5 minutes) Now for a real commercial. What is Tim Cope doing these days? Something 
for our Adventure Group, Richard? Or a tour, Bob? Also more throat-singing! 
 
Mongolia Five Gods: Trek, Ride, Paddle Summit to Steppe with Tim Cope 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=smBhhYJExOk&list=RDCMUCFdPfu7Yu_n-
IKrAJUrtvw&index=7 
 
 
 
5. (3 minutes) In case you have been wondering, Tim talks about how he managed his 
photography. 
 
Filming the Trail of Genghis Khan 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7ii5sODg9Y0&list=RDCMUCFdPfu7Yu_n-
pIKrAJUrtvw&index=6 
 
 
 
6. (8 minutes) Now for some potted history of Genghis Khan. 
 
Genghis Khan explained in 8 minutes 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pDyece8CQF8 
 
 
 
7. (25 minutes) Back to buzkashi! This is a Russian documentary about the back story to a 
major contest in Kyrgyzstan (where the game is called “Kok Boru). The story begins from the 
viewpoint of the goat! I think it is well worth the 25 minutes. 
 
Ready Steady Goat 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ahP-_wnIm_I 
 
 
 
8. (6 minutes) Grand finale.  
 
Full screen, turn up the volume, and hang on! Is this 
 

• Genghis Khan’s Mongol hordes as a bikie gang? 

• A haka? 

• A call to “Make Mongolia Great Again”? 

• Or just some chart-busting “heavy metal”? 
 
Wolf Totem 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jM8dCGIm6yc 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=smBhhYJExOk&list=RDCMUCFdPfu7Yu_n-IKrAJUrtvw&index=7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=smBhhYJExOk&list=RDCMUCFdPfu7Yu_n-IKrAJUrtvw&index=7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7ii5sODg9Y0&list=RDCMUCFdPfu7Yu_n-pIKrAJUrtvw&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7ii5sODg9Y0&list=RDCMUCFdPfu7Yu_n-pIKrAJUrtvw&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pDyece8CQF8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ahP-_wnIm_I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jM8dCGIm6yc
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Outing 4, July  
 

Zeppelin, Goons, Antarctic 
 
Once again, this outing will consist of a playlist of videos for you to watch in your own time, followed 
by a Zoom Meeting at 11:00 on Tuesday 14 July. This time, a bit like our Book Club, three separate 
outings are suggested. You don’t have to undertake all three. Even if you only have a stab at one, 
you should still be able to enjoy our Zoom discussion. 
 

 
OUTING 1 
A 15-minute look at a high-tech trip across the Atlantic in 1929. 
 

 
 

 
OUTING 2 
Life can look a bit grim at present. Maybe it is a good time to remember why as 
schoolboys we had our ears glued to a weekly radio broadcast of the Goon 
Show. This time, though, we get to see as well as hear. 
 

 
 

 
OUTING 3 
At the discussion after our June outing to Central Asia, there were a couple of 
(flippant?) suggestions that the next outing should be to Antarctica. OK, then, let 
us travel South to investigate the magnificent photography of Herbert Ponting 
and Frank Hurley. 
 
 

 
 
 
Your homework for these outings is detailed in the attached “Playlist”. 
 
 
 

THE PLAYLIST 
 
 
OUTING 1– Atlantic crossing 1929 
 
A 15-minute film recording the first leg, New York to Germany, of a round-the-world voyage by the 
“Graf Zeppelin” airship. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o0sM5hMeqlo 
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o0sM5hMeqlo
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OUTING 2 – The Goon Show 
 
“Heroes of Comedy: The Goons”, a 50-minute documentary produced by Thames TV in 1997 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SmuS3SGgRsw 
 
Optional extra: a 28-minute episode, “The Whistling Spy Enigma“ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B7XyP4VHcRM 
 
 
 
 
OUTING 3 – Antarctic Photographers 
 
This is a long list, but the outing is not as forbidding as it looks because most of the items are fairly 
short. Including the optional items, you should be able to get through it in not much more than an 
hour. 
 
 

(A) Herbert Ponting (Scott’s “Terra Nova” expedition, 1910-1913) 
 
“The Technical Mastery of Herbert Ponting”, a 4-minute presentation from the Scott Polar Research 
Institute at Cambridge University 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XBTY0I5WnuY 
 
A 4-minute clip from Ponting’s 1933 feature film “90 Degrees South”. It shows the Polar party 
practising the procedure for setting up camp in the snow 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8eENO8XzF3g 
 
 
 

(B) Frank Hurley (Mawson’s Australasian Antarctic Expedition, 1911-1914) 
 
“The Home of the Blizzard”, a 2-minute trailer for Hurley’s 1913 feature film (narrated by the man 
himself)  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mDrcfv0hJVA 
 
 
 

(C) Frank Hurley (Shackleton’s “Endurance” expedition, 1914-1916) 
 
In 2015 the Royal Geographic Society arranged to have some of Hurley’s photos from this expedition 
digitized directly from his glass negatives. Here are two magazine articles displaying and discussing 
an exhibition of these images. 
https://www.bbc.com/news/magazine-34856379 
https://www.thisiscolossal.com/2015/12/newly-restored-endurance-photos/ 
 
 
“Survival: The Shackleton Story”.  A 22-minute 1991 National Geographic film based on Hurley’s 
1919 film “South”. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sgh_77TtX5I 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SmuS3SGgRsw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B7XyP4VHcRM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XBTY0I5WnuY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8eENO8XzF3g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mDrcfv0hJVA
https://www.bbc.com/news/magazine-34856379
https://www.thisiscolossal.com/2015/12/newly-restored-endurance-photos/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sgh_77TtX5I
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(D) Optional extras 

 
 
 
In 2012 the Captain Lawrence Oates Gallery in England made this interesting 11-minute biographical 
film about someone we normally hear about only because he said “I’m going outside and I may be 
some time”. 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U5Y2lMxS7gw 
 
 
In 1911 three men from the Scott expedition made a side trip in the middle of the Antarctic winter 
with the aim of collecting some eggs from an Emperor penguin colony. One of them, Apsley Cherry-
Garrard, later described this trip in his famous book ”The Worst Journey in the World”. A 5-minute 
presentation from the Natural History Museum in London tells why this was done and what 
happened to the eggs. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PdBT670fiCQ 
 
 
 
Mawson was the first explorer to use wireless communication between the Antarctic and the 
outside world. To achieve this, he stopped at Macquarie Island on the way south so that a repeater 
station could be placed there. This is a 7-minute story broadcast on ABC TV in 2011. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JpAQ3dBk-W8 
 
 
 
Find out what life is like at an Antarctic station today in this 6-minute Australian Government film 
from 2015 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=26&v=ICfJUmbWgRk&feature=emb_logo 
 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U5Y2lMxS7gw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PdBT670fiCQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JpAQ3dBk-W8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=26&v=ICfJUmbWgRk&feature=emb_logo
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Outing 5, August 
 

China 
 

 
Unfortunately the only certainty about COVID seems to be that its uncertainty will keep increasing. 

In view of the currently fluid situation, we have decided once again to defer a scheduled Outing. 

Our outing to the Penrith Museum of Printing, previously advertised for next Tuesday August 11, will 

now be held over until next year. 

In its place, you are invited to undertake another virtual outing, this time to China. Two Youtube 

videos, each about an hour long, offer very different perspectives on the history, and the current 

practice, of science and engineering in China.  

Your mission, if you choose…, is to watch either or both videos in your own time, then join a Zoom 

discussion on August 11, starting at 11:00am. As usual, I would be glad of an email if you decide to 

come, but no hard feelings if you just Zoom in on the day. 

 

First video 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PmQGLpF9V7c 

This is a video of the well-known author Simon Winchester presenting a book he had recently 

published (in 2008). He tells the story of a most unusual English biochemist, Joseph Needham, who 

over a very long and eventful life became the Western world’s pre-eminent expert on the history of 

science, technology and engineering throughout China’s long history. The book was published in 

England under the title “Bomb, Book and Compass”, but in the US as “The Man Who Loved China”. 

Visually this video is a non-event, a filmed talk, but it is an entertaining talk. The talk takes just under 

an hour, followed by 20 minutes Q&A. 

 

Second video 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j3J196bLP5E 

This is an episode of the National Geographic TV series “Megastructures”. It gives a brisk overview of 

the development of hydroelectricity, starting from a 19th century mansion in England and moving 

through some increasingly enormous dam-building projects until it reaches its primary topic, the 

construction, completed in 2012, of the spectacular “Three Gorges Dam” on the Yangtze River in 

China. The video takes about 45 minutes. 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PmQGLpF9V7c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j3J196bLP5E
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Outing 6, September 
 

Russia 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Playlist 
  

 
 
(1)  An American 60 Minutes reporter’s view of Peter Ustinov’s view of Gorbachev’s Russia 
(1985).                                                                                       14:11 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y0vhpgit8c8 
 
(2)  Ronald Reagan’s views on Russia                            5:30  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mN3z3eSVG7A 
 
(3)  Ustinov takes off Ronald Reagan in 1988.             10:19  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2NsSTsCwzRI 
 
Optional: If you enjoyed this extract, the whole 51-minute Ustinov performance is at 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bi1GXrLLHjs 
 
(4)  The Song of the Volga Boatmen is a traditional Russian song about the back-breaking 
working conditions of these barge-haulers, as illustrated above by the Russian painter Repin about 
1870. This performance is by an unlikely bunch of blokes.  2:47 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PRFo-44PKa0 
 
(5)  The background to the previous item is a wonderful story for these COVID-ridden times, 
provided here by our ABC (Australian Story, June 2020).    14:51 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VOg9o0oIars 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y0vhpgit8c8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mN3z3eSVG7A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2NsSTsCwzRI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bi1GXrLLHjs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PRFo-44PKa0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VOg9o0oIars
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(6) Here is another version of the Volga Boatmen, as performed for Brezhnev in 1965, by the 
Red Army Choir. Note especially the stony-faced conductor, and if you go the full distance, you can 
catch him having a quick snog with the soloist!            4:47 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0tw3g88JtWA 
 
(7)  Now the main item, a tour down the Volga from Nizhny-Novgorod to the Caspian Sea. This 
helps to explain the significance of the Volga River in Russia’s history and culture. It was filmed for 
French TV in 2004.                                                             53.32 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JpoUWBMdqaY 
 
 
(8)  This is an optional extra, but highly recommended. It is an engaging documentary spoken in 
both Dutch and Russian, but with very clear subtitles. This episode looks at the people of the city of 
Nizhny-Novgorod, a Detroit-style industrial city in decline following the struggles of a factory which 
has made “Volga” motor-cars since the 1930s.             45:27 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dSbLOI0mmnk 
 
(If you don’t see the subtitles, look at the bottom right of the Youtube screen and click the box 
marked “CC” (Closed Captions) 
 
 
 
 
See the following page for a map of the Volga’s course. 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0tw3g88JtWA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JpoUWBMdqaY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dSbLOI0mmnk
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